French crosswords

School and education
School and education (Easy 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of school and education.

Across (horizontalement)
2. pupil
5. core subjects
8. calculator
9. university
10. blackboard

Down (verticalement)
1. break
3. vocab
4. to pass
6. table
7. ruler

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
School and education (Easy 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of school and education.

Across (horizontalement)
3. teacher
6. French
7. calculator
9. term
10. greek
11. history

Down (verticalement)
1. vocab
2. Spanish
4. to pass
5. university
8. art

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
School and education (Easy 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of school and education.

Across (horizontalement)
1. lesson
6. yard
9. education
10. latin
11. to fail

Down (verticalement)
2. university
3. to mark
4. term
5. nursery school
7. teacher
8. physics
School and education (Easy 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of school and education.

Across (horizontalement)
2. pupil
5. core subjects
8. calculator
9. university
10. blackboard

Down (verticalement)
1. break
3. vocab
4. to pass
6. table
7. ruler

http://www.french-linguistics.co.uk/
School and education (Medium 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of school and education.

Across (horizontalement)
3. English
5. German
7. upper secondary school
11. modern languages
12. mark
13. yard
15. to fail
16. break

Down (verticalement)
1. classroom
2. mathematics
4. staffroom
6. homework
8. education

9. blackboard
10. vocab
14. art
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School and education (Medium 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of school and education.

**Across (horizontalement)**

4. pencil case
6. yard
7. latin
9. mathematics
11. modern languages
13. history
15. teacher
16. school

**Down (verticalement)**

1. classroom
2. geography
3. to pass
5. staffroom
8. mark
10. Spanish
12. art
14. greek
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School and education (Medium 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of school and education.

Across (horizontalement)
1. education
4. chair
7. classroom
8. boarding school
10. modern languages
13. teacher
15. history
16. yard

Down (verticalement)
2. mathematics
3. physics
5. staffroom
6. calculator
9. start of term

11. mark
12. pencil
14. art
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School and education (Medium 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains French words on the subject of school and education.

Across (horizontalement)
2. exercise book
4. mathematics
9. classroom
10. modern languages
12. vocab
13. education
14. to pass
15. to fail

Down (verticalement)
1. art
3. staffroom
5. school
6. Spanish
7. latin
8. blackboard
11. pigeon hole
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